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(BRUSSELS2 –exclusive) Head of the civilian mission of the European Union geared towards 

strengthening the maritime capacities of the coastal states of Somalia (EUCAP Nestor) Etienne de 

Poncins to give a first assessment but also the main refocus in the future. This mission is shifting the 

focus on Somalia. After working with the neighboring countries namely, Seychelles, Djibouti and 

Tanzania  -  the mission wants to refocus on the essential that is: capacity building in country of Somalia 

itself. 

This progress was made possible by the improving security situation in the country which nevertheless 

remains unpredictable. 

 

You have become established now in Somalia. Is this shift towards Somalia now fully undertaken? 

In some ways yes. We decided to unite our efforts in engaging with Somalia. The EU Member States 

would like to support this turning point.  The maritime ‘Atalanta’ military operation, (European counter-

piracy operation) as well as other forces, has all but stopped piracy at sea. But these pirates stay on-

shore ready to grasp the first opportunity. This can easily be seen by means of air surveillance. The 

camps are still visibly there, the pirates as well. I was able to see this myself using air surveillance. The 

aim is therefore to strengthen the presence on-shore in order to be able to identify the pirates and to 

dismantle their camps. 

 

How is this translated into your mission activities, a permanent base? 

Yes. From now on, we are physically there on the ground. We have opened  a permanent office in 

Hargeisa,  Somaliland which has been operational since 15th October. And this week we will settle in 

Mogadishu in the airport area. With our first team deployed following the same pattern as the 

Somaliland consisting of six operatives, three security officers, one police advisor, a legal advisor and a 

maritime advisor. 

 

And in Puntland? 

We are planning to open an office in Puntland in the coming six months. However, we do not have the 

financial means to do so as yet. We have already identified two possibilities in terms of location, Garowe 

and Bossaso. 

 

What is your budget? 

We have a budget of 17 million euros, with 80 international experts and 20 local staff (the operational 

plan is set to go up to 130 international experts.) 

 

Why this change? 
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These are the areas from where the pirates launch their activities, namely Puntland and Galmudug. We 

have to go where the pirates are, help the forces which are in direct contact with the pirates to be able 

to patrol and control the coasts. There is also huge pressure coming from the member states. In a period 

where there are limited budgets and limited means we have to prioritize in order that we can deploy to 

Somalia. At the beginning of the mission we were following Somalia from Nairobi going on a regular 

basis to the country. Today it is possible to be in Somalia itself. It is also about preparing an exit door to 

the counter-piracy operation of the EU carried out by Operation Atalanta. 

 

What does a presence on the ground add? 

It is a major change. It adds credibility to the mission. Being permanently in place will enable us to build 

close relationships with the Somali Federal government. Certainly, we are on the airport now and we 

cannot go to Villa Somalia (Somali presidential base), by our own means at this time. But with the 

support of the rest of the ‘’European family’’ namely the training mission EUTM Somali present in 

Mogasisho (NB: Italian protection force), we believe that this situation will change in the very near 

future. But we are still able to interact with our counterparts. This will also enable us to work closely 

with the entire International community already present. 35 Somalian police officers were trained by us 

in coordination with AMISOM and UNDP in Mogadishu in October 2014. Now we will be able to carry 

out these type of activities on a far more regular basis. 

 

Have you overcome the difficulties experience at the beginning of the Mission? 

It is true. The start of EUCAP Nestor was very difficult. But the context was not easy. Firstly, it was the 

first time that the European Union established a regional mission. The countries in the area are all very 

different, in terms of political structure and in economy going from a quite good standard of living in the 

Seychelles to Galmudug which is a particularly deprived and isolated area of Somalia. And it was the first 

time that the EU had created a maritime capacity building mission. Today we have produced results that 

we can be proud of. But the road ahead is long. 

 

And in the Seychelles for example?  

Yes. It is a text book example. A small country with a limited population, but with a vast maritime zone 

to monitor, as well as local authorities who were willing partners. We have helped them train a coast 

guard to cover the air space. But the work is almost done there and our aim is to refocus on Somalia. 

 

And precisely which Forces in Somalia can be operational? 

We identified some forces that we are able to train and equip with the skills to impose a secure 

environment: in Puntland, the coastal police of Bossaso, in Galmudug, the coast-guards which is a land 

force of 120 recruits. We also continue to provide support with the reconstitution of the coast-guard of 

the Somali Federal government. It is a force for the future. They have 500 recruits though with limited 

means. It is important to understand that they are lacking everything: no uniform, no training. Before 

training with us they were training in ‘flip-flops’. 

 

What do you call basic training in Somalia? 
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We are not about theoretical concepts. We have really started from scratch. To have a uniform, to be 

able to march, to make an arrest, to learn to swim, to acquire basic maritime skills etc. Beyond this 

learning, the whole point of the training is to put the Somalis altogether. We provide common training 

courses for all the forces with an approach that goes beyond regions and clans. It is very interesting 

indeed. This may indicate how it could be possible to rebuild Somalia. It must be noted that for a 

generation, over the last 25 years, the Somalis have not seen themselves working together. With the 

war and the insecurity, it was very difficult to communicate. As a result the population and the 

communities have lived pretty much withdrawn into themselves. For the cadets we are training, of 

whom a large proportion is illiterate, it is the first time they have left their district or region. They come 

out of the training transformed and they are promoted when they return. Their colleagues have only 

one wish to attend the training as well. We are sometimes a victim of our own success, but it is better 

than the opposite way round. 

 

How much training do you conduct for the Somalis? 

We have already provided two basic training courses, of 60 students on each course which are 

conducted over seven weeks in Djibouti for the Somalian Coast Guard, so a total of 120 so far. The next 

course will start in January and we hope to hold the first week in Mogadishu itself, the remaining weeks 

being conducted in Djibouti as before. 

 

Why do it in Djibouti and not in Kenya? 

In Djibouti we have a real training camp that we rent from the Djiboutian Gendarmerie as well as 

support of the French forces for the swimming lessons. The Djiboutian authorities help us a lot. They 

very much want to act as a bridge between us and the Somalis with whom they share a common 

language and culture. They grant visas without difficulty to the Somalis attending our courses. In 

Djibouti we have a very favorable political and technical environment. It would not be possible to so the 

same in Kenya. The Kenyans have almost closed access to their territory for Somalis through a restricted 

visa policy due to concerns over potential bombings. 

 

Could we measure the impact of this training? 

It is early days for a global view. However we have some examples. The city of Hobyo, which was a 

centre for piracy in the region is now reportedly free from these people as all the pirates have left the 

zone after the intervention of the authorities of Galmudug, particularly the Galmudug coast-guards 

partly made up of the forces trained by EUCAP Nestor. The supposed pirate leader, Mohamed Garfanji 

fled the region and was arrested in Mogadishu last August (1). Recently, the crew of the Ocean Shield 

vessel from NATO (the Danish frigate Abasalon) was able to go on-shore for the first time and have a 

discussion with the coast-guards. They were able to observe that the area was no longer dominated by 

the pirates.  Recently an Operation Atalanta EUNAVFOR vessel (Spanish frigate Navarra) has repeated 

this. A Mission Member from Nestor was on board the Spanish vessel and also went on-shore. He also 

noticed that the pirates no longer dominate Hobyo. The pirates still have support, particularly in 

Harardhere further south and in the areas still controlled by Al-Shebab.  However this significantly 

reduces their reach. 
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Is this action well received by Somalian local leaders? 

Yes. The Somalian express this in plain terms. In Dubai, during the International conference of the UN 

Contact Group on piracy, they were very grateful and made it clear that the EUCAP Nestor were the only 

organization that gives them practical assistance on the ground. The Europeans are in fact the only ones 

present in the long run to train the local forces. 

 

What are the means of these Somalian forces? 

They are still limited. In practice, they are not all regularly paid and some not paid at all. Their goal is to 

become a specialized police force, but for now in Galmudug for example they have no vessels, nor any 

vehicles to move on the ground. When they wish to go to sea they requisition small boats from local 

fishermen!  Somalian Federal forces have four vessels in Mogadishu. Bossaso has a limited capacity. 

During the training course we provide to each participant equipment such as uniforms, means of 

communication, life jacket, and other small pieces of equipment. Somaliland has a more advanced 

program for its coast-guards and some maritime capacity. Equally we train them and we have helped 

them devise their law on coast-guards. It should be adopted shortly.  

 

And for the most important equipment? 

It is not possible. We cannot give them heavy equipments such as vehicles, patrol ships and such.  

The EU’s mechanism for funding is complicated and I have to acknowledge that unfortunately it is often 

easier to work with colleagues from UN based organisations such as UNODC in the Seychelles rather 

than the EU’s DEVCO (note: other Heads of Mission of CSDP Mission or Ops Cdr of military ones make 

similar observations). It is a paradox. But people are becoming aware of this.  This is the main issue 

which is currently being addressed on a European level with the concept of ‘’Train and Equip’’ (Read: 

The concept "Train and Equip ". The first principles are there). 

 

 What is the role of the ‘’maritime police” in Somalia? 

It is not clear yet. It is the job of the Somalis to clarify this. We push them to establish their position on 

the counter-piracy operations, to adopt proper legislation on the coast-guards. They have made the 

commitment during the anti-piracy meeting in Dubai led by the UN Contact Group to clarify within the 

next six months the adoption of legislation on the legal environment particularly giving power to the 

new forces of the coast-guard created a year ago. We are going to organise a workshop on this topic in 

January at Djibouti.  

 

Does counter-piracy operation remain a priority for the Somalis? 

Somalis know full well that they can benefit hugely from their maritime zone. Somalia is made up of 

3500 km of coastlines. The longest in Africa! Following the exploratory work carried out by the 

international community, the Somalian Economic Exclusive Zone was finally established this year. It 

contains significant fishing resources as the waters are full of fish. It was also announced that there were 

resources of oil and gas. So they are very much aware of the importance controlling this zone. But the 

Somalis always think of the fight against piracy and they often don’t see it as top priority. It is and has 

always been more the priority of the International Community than the Somalis themselves.  We 

continue to working on the awareness of this aspect. 
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What would be your policies in the other countries of the region (Tanzania for instance)? 

In Tanzania, unless there is a strong signal of support from the government very soon, we shall 

unfortunately close down. We have a Liaison officer there. He has done some excellent work. The 

Tanzanian personnel responsible at a technical level say they are satisfied with our activities and the 

training they have received. We had planned for 6 people, among whom three experts who would have 

been integrated within the Tanzanian naval and police forces. But this is only possible with formal 

political support. We are therefore waiting for a clear written signal from the Tanzanian central 

government. The current mandate in Tanzania ends in January so it is now or never for the Tanzanian 

authorities! This is because European Member States have made it very clear that Somalia is our 

priority. 

 

And in the Yemen, have you actually recruited anyone? 

Actually, we launched a recruitment process for a mission member to be based in the Yemen, and you 

may have noticed that it is currently advertised in our current Call for Contribution (Read: The mission 

EUCAP Nestor widen its business sector and recruits), however due to security concerns, it is on hold. 

The situation is difficult at present. Yemen is an almost failed State. The delegation of the European 

Union suspended its activities on the ground, so we are on stand-by. 

 

Your mission runs up until the end of 2016. And after? 

The mission’s mandate runs until December, 2016. We are trying for this limited period, to have a real 

impact. In Seychelles and in Djibouti, we expect that we will have accomplished our mission mandate by 

then. Equally, for Somalia, a time will come in the future when it will be for the the usual instruments of 

the EU to take over responsibility in this area. The CSDP mission is an exceptional EU procedure. It is 

necessary to know when to deploy in a fast effective manner and when the time is right to leave. 

 

If you had to summarize EUCAP Nestor's actions in two sentences?  

We are one of the foundation stones “strengthening” the capacities of Somalia in a bigger picture: other 

actors include the EUNAVFOR Atalanta vessels which fight against piracy at sea, also the actions of the 

UNODC on the prisons. Our mission covers activities from where the crime is committed to the point of 

arrest the prosecution using the evidence gathered at the scene of the crime using the assets of the 

police, maritime and judiciary, as training the local operatives (coastguards) in maritime and police 

techniques. 

 

(Nicolas Gros-Verheyde) 

 

Seychelles, a textbook case? 

 

Yes we can say that. In Seychelles, it works well. It is a good example of implementation and cooperation 

between international organisations on-the-spot, using their available strengths. We have a team of 7 

people on the ground. 
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And the new unit of the police patrol (Maritime Police Patrol Unit, MPPU) is in the process of being 

implemented. We facilitated the training, and continue to do so. It is also a good example of 

international cooperation. We supplied the light, individual equipment to the training. THE UNODC is 

going to supply the heavier essential components, in particular 2 surveillance boats. With 2 other ships 

supplied by Denmark bilaterally, Seychelles MPPU will finally have, 4 boats. They were delivered without 

equipment and we are going to equip these boats with radios and radar. 

 

That is why in a few months time, Port-Victoria (the capital of Seychelles) will have a new force, with 4 

fully equipped boats, and the trained crews. This will enable the coast guard to monitor their zone of 

interest much further out. They also acquired a limited flying capability, which we have refined with the 

training of crews facilitated by an Nestor expert who was integrated for several months within the air 

forces of the Seychelles. To monitor such a vast zone planes are the ideal instrument. They will therefore 

have an integrated structure, of maritime and air surveillance.  We are revising the maritime code and 

there is a Nestor legal expert working with their Attorney General (Public prosecutor). We assist them 

with the management of their trials involving pirates, and we will continue these training activities and 

this level of support until the end of 2016.  

 

Notes 

 

 (1)This pirate was then released, benefiting from the amnesty proclaimed by the pirates. He is the 

perpetrator of several criminal acts, particularly the hijacking of the Korean vessel Sambo Dream. 

 

(2) The whole issue related to these four ships is to see they are going to be looked after/how the 

maintenance is kept to avoid the capacity being lost afterwards. 

 

(3) The South zone of the EEZ is contested. Somalia filed a complaint in August with the International 

Court of Justice to rule. The Tanzanian gas field could go back up from Kenya towards Somalia. Kenya 

has already granted the license to exploit. 

 

Have a look at the photos! https://www.facebook.com/eucapnestor  

 

https://www.facebook.com/eucapnestor

